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Non-destructive characterization of both single layers and completed devices are important issues for the
development of efﬁcient and low cost Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 (CIGS) modules at high yields. This implies for the
need of methodologies suitable for the assessment of optical, electrical, and physico-chemical parameters that are relevant for the ﬁnal device efﬁciency and that can be used for quality control and
process monitoring at different process steps. In these applications, detection of in-homogeneities in the
different layers from large area modules is especially relevant, being the presence of these inhomogeneities responsible for the existing gap between the efﬁciencies achieved in these technologies at cell
and module levels. In this context, this work reviews the different optical methodologies that have been
developed in the framework of the SCALENANO European project for the advanced assessment of the
different layers in high efﬁciency electrodeposited – based CIGS devices. This has includes different
strategies as those based on Raman scattering, Photoluminescence/Electroluminescence (PL/EL) based
techniques and new photoelectrochemical based tools and ﬁrstly Raman spectroscopy is very sensitive to
both composition and crystal quality parameters that are determining for device efﬁciency. Use of
resonant Raman excitation strategies allows achieving a high sensitivity of the Raman spectra to the
analysed features in the different regions of the device. This involves selection of the suitable excitation
wavelength (in the broad spectral region from UV to IR) for the resonant Raman excitation of the
required layer in the device. The strong increase in the intensity of the Raman peaks related to the use of
resonant excitation conditions allows also decreasing the measuring time to times compatible with the
implementation of these techniques at online process monitoring level. Analysed parameters include the
electrical conductivity of the Al-doped ZnO window layer, the thickness of the CdS buffer layer and the
chemical composition (S/(Sþ Se) relative content) and presence of relevant secondary phases as Cu-poor
ordered vacancy compounds in the surface region of the absorbers. In addition PL/EL imaging are
powerful techniques that provide direct access to the optoelectronic properties of the materials and
devices. Whereas EL is performed using complete devices by injecting current in analogy to the operation
of a light emitting diode, PL allows the characterization of bare absorber materials without the need for
any functional or contacting layers. Moreover, semiconductor photo-electrochemistry (PEC) is a versatile
technique that enables many opto-electronic properties of semiconductors to be determined. Essentially,
a semiconductor on a conducting substrate placed in a solution containing redox species forms a
Schottky barrier junction. The formation of such a diode enables basic semiconductor properties to be
measured such as doping type, doping density, band gap and the ﬂat band position versus the vacuum
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energy scale. In all these cases, quality control indicators suitable for the advanced assessment of these
processes have been identiﬁed and validated for the electrodeposition-based processes developed at
Nexcis Company.
& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

2. ED-based Nexcis process

Chalcogenide-based semiconductors have a great potential for
the development of cost-efﬁcient photovoltaic technologies.
Chalcopyrite-based technologies (CIGS: Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2) are
already at the industrial stage and record cells [1] have reached
efﬁciencies comparable to leading PV Si technologies. Large area
commercial modules are already available and have demonstrated
efﬁciencies up to 13–14% [2]. The large existing gap between
record efﬁciency at cell and module level in the CIGS (about 6%),
contrasts with the smaller gap characteristic of Si technology (less
than 3%) [3]. This effect is partly due to lateral and in-depth
inhomogeneities, characteristic of the CIGS technology when upscaled towards large areas. In this sense, the development and
availability of control and monitoring tools for the early detection
and correction of such non-homogeneities, is of prime importance
for the future progress of the CIGS industry [4–8].
This work reviews the optical tools developed for advanced
process monitoring of the electrodeposition (ED) based chalcogenide process developed at the Nexcis Company. ED is a process
very well suited for industrial implementation at mass production
stages, and has a signiﬁcant potential for cost reduction [9,10]. The
Nexcis process involves ED of a multilayer metallic stack followed
by a rapid thermal process (RTP) under elemental Se and S
atmospheres. This allows avoiding toxic and more expensive H2Se
and H2S compounds that are often used in the industrial production of CIGS based modules. Moving from toxic gases and high
vacuum processes to atmospheric based processes decreases
CAPEX costs. Optimization of the Nexcis manufacturing processes
has led to a record cell efﬁciency of 17.3% (0.5 cm2 area) [11],
which constitutes the highest efﬁciency value reported for solution based CIGS devices [12]. Scalability of the processes has also
been demonstrated, with the production of 60  120 cm2 modules
with 14.0% aperture area efﬁciency [13]. However, attaining higher
efﬁciency values in commercial modules is challenging due to the
narrow process window existing in several steps of the production
process. In particular, the performance of photovoltaic devices is
highly sensitive to small ﬂuctuations of the optoelectronic properties in the absorber layer [14,15]. In terms of large area module
production, variations located in small areas may result in the
degradation of the overall device performance.
In this context, different methodologies based on Raman spectroscopy (RS), photoluminescence (PL)/Electroluminescence (EL)
imaging and semiconductor photo-electrochemistry (PEC) have
been investigated as potential quality control tools in an industrial
production line. A successful implementation of these techniques
will allow the correction of process parameters in case of process
deviations and also save resources by establishing rejection criteria at different process steps during the production. Considering
that the completion of modules usually involves several additional
steps that together represent a signiﬁcant fraction of module total
production cost, and that these production costs are one of the
main driving forces of PV market, monitoring methods are
becoming increasingly important for the competitiveness of the
PV industry.

Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 based absorbers used in this work were prepared with the technology developed at Nexcis. It consists of the
sequential electrodeposition of copper–indium–gallium-metallic
precursors onto optimized Mo-coated soda-lime glass substrates,
which is then annealed by using a rapid thermal processes (RTP)
under Se atmosphere for pure selenium (Cu(In,Ga)Se2) devices, or
under (S, Se) containing vapors for Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 based devices,
using elemental chalcogen. Devices are completed by chemical
bath deposition of CdS buffer layer and sputtered-based deposition of an i-ZnO/ZnO:Al window layer. In the end devices on large
area (60  120 cm2) substrates with 0.5 cm2 test cells are obtained.
For the optoelectronic characterization of the cells, J–V measurements were made using a Sun 3000 class AAA solar simulator from
Abet Technology. Measurements were carried out after the calibration of the system with a reference Si solar cell under AM
1.5 illumination and ﬁxing the temperature of the samples to
298 K.

3. Raman spectroscopy characterization
Raman spectroscopy has demonstrated widely its potential as
an analytical tool for characterization of composition [5,16,17,18]
crystal quality [4,19] and secondary phases [20–23] of CIGS
absorber layers. Additionally, the non-destructive, contact-less and
non-preparation sample requirements make this technique well
suited as a quality control tool at the industrial level. However the
implementation of conventional Raman spectroscopy as an on-line
technique has always been compromised by its required acquisition time, which is generally longer than those required for other
characterization methodologies such as photoluminescence,
cathodoluminescence or XRF. In order to solve this issue different
strategies have been developed at different speciﬁc levels.
At the experimental level, it is possible to induce Resonant
Raman Scattering (RRS) phenomena by coupling the Raman excitation energy with the material band gap thus increasing the
Raman signal intensity of the concerned material by several orders
of magnitude. This allows both, a very selective detection of different phases [22] as well as a drastic reduction of the acquisition
time while keeping or even improving the signal/noise ratio (SNR).
In Fig. 1 (left) the absorbance of AZO, CdS and CIGS compounds are
shown as well as the laser emission proposed for their characterization, in order to allow pre-resonant Raman conditions. By
selecting a speciﬁc excitation wavelength, different layers can be
selectively analyzed without any kind of interference between
them: for instance ultraviolet and blue lasers (325–442 nm) are
well suited for TCO and buffer layers assessment, green laser
(532 nm) for a study of the buffer layer and the surface of the
absorber; red and infra-red (633–785 nm) lasers are appropriate
for studying the absorber layer without interference of the uppermost layers. In Fig. 1 (middle) examples of Raman spectra are
shown from a full ZnO:Al/i-ZnO/CdS/Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2/MoSe2/Mo/
Glass cell under speciﬁc excitation wavelengths, without any
special preparation and/or degradation of sample.
The second strategy for the reduction of the acquisition time
has been centered in the optimization of the system setup for the
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Fig. 1. (Left) scheme of the different standard lasers compatible with Raman spectroscopy, NeCd (325 nm, 442 nm), DPSS (532 nm), HeNe (633 nm) and Diode laser
(785 nm), with the absorbance of the ZnO, CdS and CIGSe materials. (Middle) Raman spectroscopy application on full CIGS based solar cells using different energy excitations
(Right) Scheme of multiexcitation Raman probe.
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Fig. 2. (a) UV pre-resonant Raman spectra from ZnO with different Al doping layer. (b) Correlation between the carrier concentration and A[350–550 cm  1]/A[A1(LO)] ratio.

speciﬁc characterization of each layer. This optimization involves
the selection of the optimum optical components, detectors,
optical geometry according to the excitation wavelength used.
Additionally characterizing all the layers at the same time reduces
the total integration time required. In Fig. 1 (right) the optical
scheme of the simultaneous multi-excitation Raman-PL probe
developed at IREC is depicted where the optimization of the
optical system is combined with suitable excitation energy. The
combination of the previously proposed optimizations with an
adequate data processing based on the integration of relevant
Raman spectra areas instead of a conventional peak ﬁt, allows
simplifying data processing by avoiding the impact of background
signal and by improving SNR due to the reduction of detrimental
noise contributions. The implementation of these strategies
minimizes the Raman acquisition time down to a few seconds,
which makes it compatible with an in-line process
monitoring tool.
Raman scattering measurements were made using a Raman
probe developed at IREC coupling an optical ﬁber with an iHR320

Horiba Jobin Yvon spectrometer and with a high sensitivity and a
low noise CCD detector cooled at  70 °C. The measurements were
performed in backscattering conﬁguration focusing the excitation
laser spot directly on the surface of the cell window layer with
different excitation wavelengths (325 nm, 442 nm, 532 nm and
633 nm). In order to evaluate a representative area of the material
and to avoid local inhomogeneities, a laser spot size of around
50 μm of diameter has been used. For all experiments the intensity
has been kept below 1 kW/cm2 avoiding any thermal effect.
3.1. ZnO TCO and CdS buffer layers
Characterization and quality control monitoring of CIGS solar
cells and modules is usually centered on the evaluation of the
complete devices by JV curves under light and dark conditions,
IQE/EQE, capacitance measurements, electroluminescence, or in
the case of the CIGS absorber layer by Raman spectroscopy, XRD,
XRF, and photoluminescence. This approach does not take into
account the inﬂuence of the TCO, buffer layers, as well as the back
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interaction of the photons with the ZnO matrix that makes it
transparent under this excitation energy. The evaluation of different CdS thicknesses deposited by CBD on CIGSSe absorber
shows a clear dependence of the intensity of the ﬁrst and second
order of the CdS spectrum with the thickness evaluated by XRF,
Fig. 3 (bottom). A similar dependence has been reported previously by Palm et al. [6] but under 514 nm excitation wavelength
excitation. Using a 442 nm laser (2.8 eV) instead of the standard
514 nm laser (2.4 eV) presents some advantages. The ﬁrst one is
that for the 442 nm excitation wavelength the photon energy is
better coupled to the typical band gap energy of the CdS grown by
CBD (2.7–2.5 eV), and therefore leads to an improved resonant
effect. Additionally the assessment of the CdS thickness on CIGSSe
layers with 514 nm excitation could be compromised by the
overlap of the S–S CIGSSe mode (around 290 cm  1) with the CdS
layer main peak. Under 442 nm excitation, the impact of this
overlap is less critical due to a higher difference of intensities
between the two Raman modes. Additionally, the strong enhancement of the CdS Raman signal allows the use of a CdS second
order peak at 600 cm  1 that is free of an overlap with CIGSSe.
Thus evaluating the CdS layer thickness without CIGSSe interferences is feasible.

CdS
2nd order

CIGSe

300

400

As already reported in the literature the ﬁne tuning of the
physical–chemical properties of the absorber such as the [Ga]/
([Ga]þ[In]) ratio [30,31], [S]/([S] þ[Se]) ratio [32,33], presence of
secondary phases as Cu–Se, In–Se [7] or OVC [22] or its crystallinity [34], has a strong impact on the ﬁnal optoelectronic properties of the devices. In this context the absorber surface assessment presents a strong interest as it provides direct information
about the buffer/absorber interface, and indirect information
about the bulk. In full devices, as in the ZnO and CdS assessment
cases, the adequate selection of the excitation wavelength allows
the analysis of absorber layers without any interference of the
upper layers.
The incorporation of sulfur at the absorber surface is an efﬁcient way to improve CIGS-based solar cell performance [35]. The
optimization of its concentration at the CIGSSe absorber surface
creates a bandgap gradient that improves the band alignment with
CdS and ZnO layers and optimizes the device parameters Voc and
Jsc. The thin S-rich CIGSSe region, around to 100 nm thick, compromises its evaluation by XRF measurements because on the one
hand it provides an overall composition of the sample. On the
other hand, the Mo signal interferes with the S signal. Also the
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contact which can have a strong inﬂuence in the device performance. Optical characterization such as Raman [24] and PL [25]
allow characterizing the TCO and buffer layers directly on ﬁnal
devices independently of the absorber, by adapting the excitation
wavelength to the analyzed layer as explained above. In particular,
Raman characterization using UV excitation wavelength has been
proposed as an easy tool for the electrical resistivity assessment of
the ZnO:Al layer on ﬁnal devices [26], while the thickness of CdS
layer can be assessed under green excitation conditions [27].
In the case of the ZnO:Al layer, Raman analysis under 325 nm
excitation (pre-resonant conditions) shows a spectrum dominated
by an intense band centered at about 570 cm  1 and a broad band
with a ﬁne structure located at 510 cm  1 that increases with the
Al content present in the layer (Fig. 2a). The peak at 570 cm  1 has
been identiﬁed as the A1(LO) mode of ZnO [28], whereas the origin
of the broad band is not clear. In the literature it has been identiﬁed as a phonon–plasmon contribution [29], but the presence of
the ﬁne structure in the broad band and the weak contributions at
305 cm  1 and 680 cm  1 suggest an additional contribution in
agreement with the interpretation by Insignares-Cuello et al. [26].
Also in the same work a direct correlation has been reported
between the ratio of the integrated area of this band with the area
of the A1(LO) mode with the ﬁnal device optoelectronic properties.
A more detailed analysis of the origin of the broad band has been
performed by evaluating ZnO:Al layers with different doping level
grown on glass substrates and compatible with CIGS based devices. The evaluation of the Raman spectra was linked with electrical
Hall measurements of these layers and shows a linear correlation
of the carrier density with the areas ratio, while the mobility is
practically constant in the evaluated doping range. The results
obtained in the Fig. 2(b) can be used for the quantitative estimation of the conductivity of the AZO layer, using a non-destructive,
fully optical measurement.
As in the TCO ZnO:Al case, the physical–chemical characterization of the CdS buffer layer on top of CIGSSe absorber is compromised by its nanometric thickness (100 nm thick or less), and
its roughness resulting from the intrinsic roughness of the CIGSSe
layer. In this context, the high Raman efﬁciency under quasi
resonant conditions allows the assessment of this layer regardless
of its thickness. Fig. 3 shows the Raman spectra of the CIGSSe and
CdS layers obtained from the characterization of full devices using
442 nm excitation wavelength. The spectra are characterized by
the dominant band at 300 cm  1 identiﬁed as A1(LO) of the CdS,
and weaker contributions at around 175 and 600 cm  1 identiﬁed
as Se–Se vibrations of the CIGSSe and the second order of the A1
(LO) CdS mode. The absence of the ZnO signal is due to the low
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Fig. 3. (a) Raman spectra of complete devices with different CdS thickness under 442 nm excitation wavelength. (b) Absolute intensity of the ﬁrst and second order of the
peak identiﬁed as A1(LO) CdS mode.
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Fig. 4. (a) Raman spectra from CIGSSe reference samples with different sulfur
concentration. (Inset) Correlation between Raman [S–S]/([S–S] þ[Se–Se]) ratio
areas with the [S]/([S] þ[Se]) concentration quantiﬁed by XPS and XRD. (b) Voc, Jsc
and efﬁciency dependence with the sulfur content estimated at surface by Raman
spectroscopy under 633 nm excitation wavelength on Nexcis CIGSSe based
solar cells.

sulfur assessment by evaluating the position of the photoluminescence maximum emission, similar to the reported Ga
concentration assessment [36], is incompatible because the
radiative recombination is not located at the same place where
generation takes place. In this context, Raman spectroscopy is a
very suitable and sensitive tool for the [S]/([S] þ[Se]) ratio quantiﬁcation in CIGSSe at the absorber surface [7,18,37]. In Fig. 4 (top)
the evolution of the Raman spectra and the correlation between
the areas of the Se–Se and S–S CIGSSe peaks with the [S] content
(inset) are shown.
Sulfur quantiﬁcation at the CIGSSe surface by Raman spectroscopy has been used on full devices using a 633 nm excitation
wavelength combined with the methodology described by
Insignares-Cuello et al. [18] in order to evaluate the impact of the S
content on the optoelectronic cell properties. In Fig. 4 (bottom) the
dependence of Jsc, Voc and Eff of the cells with their sulfur content
is depicted. As it can be expected, the Voc shows a monotonous
increase with the sulfur content, which is related to the absorber
band gap energy increase at the interface, the passivation of the
mid-gap recombination center in the space charge [38], and a
better band alignment [39]. On the other hand the current density
dependence with sulfur concentration in the CIGSSe shows a more
complex behavior. For values higher than 50% of sulfur content,

η/η0

η/η
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0.10
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Fig. 5. (a) Raman spectra from full Nexcis Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 based devices with
different Cu overall content. (Inset) Correlation of the OVC area with overall Cu
concentration estimated by XRF. (b) Voc and Eff dependence with the OVC estimated by Raman spectroscopy under 633 nm excitation wavelength.

an expected continuous decrease is observed. This behavior is
explained by relatively low wavelength photon absorption losses
in the space charge region resulting from the band gap increase.
For a sulfur content lower than 40% a saturation of Jsc is observed.
This saturation can be related to the presence of an interface
recombination originating from the band alignment between the
CdS and CIGSSe layers. In the Nexcis-based devices, the combination of all these effects resulting from sulfur incorporation at
CIGSSe surface has generated an optimal concentration region
centered at 45% where the efﬁciency of the solar cells is maximum.
The highest efﬁciency CIGSSe devices currently use Cu poor
absorbers which have a strong impact on secondary phase formation, CIGSSe crystal quality and the corresponding optoelectronic properties [40]. A Cu poor composition favors the formation
of Cu-poor Cu–In–Se ordered vacancy compound (OVC) phases in
the CIGGSe absorber [22,41,42,43]. The presence of these phases at
the surface region of the CIGS absorbers has been reported as
beneﬁcial for the optoelectronic properties of solar cells in an
optimized concentration [22]. However until now, the presence of
the OVC phase has only been reported in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorbers,
which suggests a strong inhibition of the OVC phases in the
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In the previous paragraphs the analysis of absorbers has been
centered on the characterization of full devices. In the case of the
analysis of naked absorbers, the absence of the CdS layer allows
the characterization of the CIGSSe surface without interferences
using 442, 532 and 633 nm. With these excitation wavelengths the
photon penetration in the absorber is estimated to be around
50 nm, 100 nm and 300 nm respectively. In Fig. 6 Raman spectra
obtained at 532 and 633 nm at the same point on naked absorbers
are shown with an overall sulfur composition varying between
5 and 10%. The comparison of spectra obtained for each excitation
wavelength permits the evaluation of the sulfur gradient in the
extreme surface region as well as the OVC content. Combining
those data with the bulk composition estimation obtained by XRF,
it is possible to have a rough estimation of sulfur, copper and
gallium gradients at the very Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 surface.

presence of sulfur in Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 layers. In this work Raman
characterization of Nexcis Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 based solar cells shows
a weak contribution in the 150–160 cm  1 region depicted in Fig. 5
(Top), which has been attributed to Cu–In–Se OVC phase. This
weak contribution suggests the coexistence of the OVC phase with
a sulfur based CIGSSe compound, which to our knowledge is the
ﬁrst report about this coexistence. Nevertheless this contribution
is weaker than in pure selenium Nexcis absorbers suggesting an
efﬁcient inhibition of its formation when sulfur is incorporated in
Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 lattice. The analysis of devices with different Cu
concentration evaluated by XRF shows, as in the case of S free Cu
(In,Ga)Se2 absorbers, the existence of a correlation between the
absorber Cu content and OVC concentration, as it can be seen in
the inset of Fig. 5 (Top). Hence this correlation may be used to
evaluate the Cu concentration of the absorber indirectly. In Fig. 5
(Bottom) using 633 nm excitation wavelength, the dependence
of the cell Voc and Eff on the OVC content obtained by Raman
spectroscopy is reported. As in the S-free case reported by
Insignares-Cuello et al. [22], the Voc and Eff of the Nexcis Cu(In,Ga)
(S,Se)2 based devices show an optimum optoelectronic range
centered at around A(OVC)/A(CIGSSe) ¼0.065.

4. Characterization by luminescence imaging
Luminescence spectroscopy and imaging provides direct access
to the optical properties and optoelectronic quality of the semiconductor material to be investigated. Whereas electroluminescence is performed using complete devices by injecting current in analogy to the operation of a light emitting diode, photoluminescence allows the characterization of bare absorber materials without need for any functional or contacting layers. It has
been previously shown that electro- or photoluminescence characterization can be used to deduce the quasi-Fermi level splitting
in absorber layers, which is a measure for the maximum opencircuit voltage to be achieved in a device [45]. Since thin ﬁlm solar
cells are usually limited by open-circuit voltage [46], this is a very
important quantity to monitor during solar cell processing. The
spectral information of the PL emission in CIGSSe, also can provide
direct information of the [Ga]/([In] þ[Ga]) ratio of the Cu(In,Ga)Se2
absorber [36]. Luminescence emission can be imaged by using a
Si-CCD or InGaAs-based camera. In contrast with conventional
spectral resolved PL where only one punctual point is acquired, PL
imaging records at once a space resolved image of the photoluminescence signal using an matrix detector coupled with a
system that discretizes the spectral information. This has the
advantage of obtaining spatially resolved information over a large
area, depending on the optics and resolution employed. Since local
weak diodes or shunts will signiﬁcantly affect the performance of
photovoltaic modules, obtaining homogeneous thin ﬁlms is an
important goal, while having a good detection method for electronic inhomogeneities is highly desirable. The disadvantage of
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luminescence imaging is that the spectral information is lost, if
additional ﬁltering is not applied.
Most luminescence imaging results reported in the literature so
far are obtained with panchromatic imaging without spectral
resolution, and have been obtained using silicon CCD cameras,
where the spectral overlap between the luminescence and the
detector quantum efﬁciency is quite low, such that the recorded
luminescence signal may become signiﬁcantly affected by band gap
shifts [47]. In this work we show results from electroluminescence
and photoluminescence imaging performed with an InGaAs camera, which has a very good match with the luminescence band of Cu
(In,Ga)(S,Se)2. Photoluminescence imaging of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 using an
InGaAs-camera has been previously reported for microcells with a
diameter of 35 mm [48]. Here we report on the EL and PL imaging
analysis of a large number of CIGSSe solar cells obtained from
electrodeposited precursors with a device area of 0.5 cm2.
A typical luminescence imaging setup is shown in Fig. 7(a).
For electroluminescence imaging the solar cell or module is electrically contacted and a forward current is applied. For photoluminescence imaging, the sample is homogeneously excited by a
laser source. For the luminescence results presented in the following, two 5 W lasers at 650 nm excitation wavelength coupled
to a homogenizing optical system are used (corresponding to
100 mW/cm2), while the signal is recorded with a 3-stage Peltiercooled InGaAs camera, which also includes a liquid crystal based
spectral ﬁltering unit.
In Fig. 7(b) we display a typical photoluminescence spectrum of
the sample, which shows that the PL-maximum is located at
1230 nm, which corresponds to an energy of 1.0 eV. In the ﬁgure
also the quantum efﬁciencies of a typical CCD detector and also of
the InGaAs camera used in the present study are shown. From the
ﬁgure it becomes obvious that for small effective band gaps close
to 1 eV, the CCD camera will not deliver useful results, since the
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there is only a minimal overlap between the camera quantum
efﬁciency and luminescence spectrum. Small shifts in band gap
will then lead to very large changes in the integral signal, which
however does not occur if an InGaAs camera is used.
Assuming band-band recombination, the luminescence signal
YPL is directly related to the number of photo-excited electrons, n,
and holes, p, in the semiconductor, and therefore also proportional
to the quasi-Fermi level splitting ΔEFn, which for low injection
conditions can be written as [49,50]


ð1Þ
Y PL ¼ ΩB n U p  n2i  ΩU B U n2i Uexp ΔEFn =kB T
where Ω is a geometrical constant related to the experimental
setup, B is the radiative recombination coefﬁcient. From Eq. (1) an
approximate expression for the correlation between the opencircuit voltage in the solar cell, which in the ideal case is equal to
the quasi-Fermi level splitting, and the total luminescence signal
can be obtained.
qV max
oc ¼ ΔEFn  E g þnl UkB TlnðY PL Þ C

ð2Þ

n2i p exp(  Eg/kBT)

has been used and all
Here the expression
constants have been lumped into the offset parameter C. We have
also introduced an empirical parameter nl, which in the ideal case
should be nl ¼1, but in reality can be different, as shown below.
In Fig. 8(a) we show a panchromatic photoluminescence image
of an electrodeposited Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 absorber layer coated with
a chemical bath deposited CdS layer. The gray scale indicates the
number of luminescence counts at each pixel. A general inhomogeneity of this sample is immediately obvious, with ﬁne lines,
small dark spots and also very large dark spots presents. A line
scan, the position of which is indicated by a blue line in the image
is shown in Fig. 8(b). It can be seen that for the dark spots, the
luminescence intensity is almost an order of magnitude lower
than for the surrounding areas.
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In Fig. 8(c) a histogram of the image is shown, indicating a
broad distribution which is not Gaussian distributed. If PL imaging
is applied in process monitoring, the distribution can be taken as a
ﬁnger print of the homogeneity of the absorber, and obviously
narrower, single Gaussian distributions should be achieved. As a
measure of the image homogeneity the standard deviation
obtained from Gaussian ﬁts of such histograms divided by the
overall luminescence yield of the image may be used, as shown
further below. In case the histogram cannot be ﬁtted with a single
Gaussian a weighted sum of the standard deviations obtained from
ﬁtting the histogram with multiple Gaussians may be used.
A photoluminescence image obtained for full ZnO/CdS/CIGSe/
Mo devices (in this case with an absorber not containing any
sulfur) is shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that again considerable
inhomogeneities are present, with large dark spots and in this case
also numerous small bright spots. Small pixel cells were produced

by evaporation of a metal grid and mechanical scribing the device
area and are labeled A5–A8 in the image.
An electroluminescence image obtained on the small area pixel
device A5 is shown in Fig. 10(a) and compared with a photoluminescence image shown in Fig. 10(b).
The electroluminescence was recorded using an injection current of 30 mA/cm2, whereas the photoluminescence image was
recorded under 100 mW/cm2 excitation. The EL image has a higher
spatial resolution because here the camera was positioned closer
to the sample. It can be seen that both EL and PL images agree very
well and show signiﬁcant spatial inhomogeneities, with a number
of very bright spots. In order to further investigate the nature of
these bright spots and to exclude the possibility that the contrast
is due to band gap shifts at the different spatial locations, a
wavelength-resolved photoluminescence image was obtained by
spectral ﬁltering. The extracted map of the PL-maximum is shown
in Fig. 10(b). A slightly higher-energetic luminescence peak position (1.028 eV vs 1.025 eV) for the bright spots is observable.
However, since the magnitude of the luminescence signal changes
by almost an order of magnitude, this cannot be explained with an
artifact due to band gap shifts. Rather the difference in luminescence must be either due to a local increase in the carrier lifetime,
or a change in doping density.
Electroluminescence as well as photoluminescence images
were taken for a large number of CIGSe cells from the Nexcis
process. The resulting correlations and statistics are shown in the
following. The strongest correlation of the integrated electroluminescence with solar cell parameters is expected for the opencircuit voltage deﬁcit (Voc  Eg/q) which is displayed in Fig. 11(a).
The ﬁgure includes data from a large number of small pixel devices
from different process runs, where the color of the data points
indicates the process run. A quite good overall correlation can be
observed. For the analysis the bandgaps have been estimated from
the quantum efﬁciency of the devices. Assuming a measurement
temperature of 300 K, the solid line indicates a linear ﬁt to Eq. (2)
yielding nl ¼ 1.7 clearly deviating from nl ¼1. The importance of
taking into account the band gap of the devices becomes obvious
when simply plotting the measured Voc vs ln (YPL) for the same
devices as shown in Fig. 11(b). Now the correlation between Voc
and the PL signal is almost completely lost. This is due to the fact
that the open-circuit voltage directly depends on the band gap as
shown in Eq. (2). However, since the bandgap both affects the
open-circuit voltage and the short-circuit current in a complementary way, a reasonable correlation between the luminescence yield and conversion efﬁciency is expected without the need
for considering the actual band gap. This is indeed conﬁrmed in
Fig. 11(c) where a correlation between the device efﬁciency and
the electroluminescence yield can be observed, although the
agreement is clearly weaker than in Fig. 11(a). In Fig. 11(d) we
show the correlation between the open-circuit voltage deﬁcit and
the distribution of the electroluminescence signals extracted from
the image histograms as shown for example in Fig. 8(c). It can be
seen that there is a signiﬁcant increase in the open-circuit voltage
deﬁcit with increasing inhomogeneities, parameterized by the
square of the width of the distribution. The solid line indicates a
linear ﬁt through the whole data set. This indicates that inhomogeneities indeed lead to a signiﬁcant reduction of performances
and should be minimized. Here the square of the normalized
distribution width is used because in case of bandgap ﬂuctuations
a dependence of the open-circuit voltage on the square of the
distribution of local bandgaps is expected [51]. The observed correlation in Fig. 11(d) is weak, because obviously not only spatial
inhomogeneities, but also the overall optoelectronic quality
determines the value of the voltage deﬁcit, which may generally
differ for different process runs, as indicated by the different colors
describing the different process runs in Fig. 11(d).
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In Fig. 12 we show the correlations of the photoluminescence
yield with device parameters. As in the case of electroluminescence a very good correlation is found between the photoluminescence yield and the open-circuit deﬁcit. The band gaps in
these measurements have been estimated from the PL peak
position obtained from spectrally ﬁltering the luminescence signal.
If the voltage deﬁcit is ﬁtted to Eq. (2), a nl ¼1.4 is found assuming
a measurement temperature of T¼ 310 K. During PL-imaging we
measure a slightly higher temperature than in EL-imaging, due to
heating of the sample by the laser illumination. As in the case of
the EL in Fig. 11(a) the deviation of this value from the nl ¼1 value
for an ideal solar cell device may be due to effects of shunting or
interface recombination in the devices and indicates an underperforming device, when compared to its open-circuit voltage
potential. There is almost no correlation between short-circuit
density and luminescence yield (not shown). However, as shown
in Fig. 12(b), the correlation between photoluminescence yield and
efﬁciency is relatively good, because of the compensating effect of
the band gap on open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current.
The results found in this study agree well with the results from
Johnston et al. [47] where CIGSe solar cells with larger effective

band gaps ( o1.15 eV) where investigated by EL and PL imaging
using a silicon CCD camera. However, the results also show that
spectral information is necessary for a reliable determination of
the quasi-Fermi level splitting. If devices are used, the spectral
information on the band gap can be obtained from EQE measurements, however, for photoluminescence measurements on
absorbers the information should be obtained directly in the PL
measurement itself. This can be achieved by either recording
single spot spectra or by hyperspectral imaging, where the image
signal is appropriately ﬁltered at different wavelengths, as
demonstrated in this study. Although more involved data analysis
to extract the band gap from PL data is possible [50,52], it has been
shown previously that for CIGSe the peak position of the photoluminescence may be used as a good indicator for the effective
band gap in the absorber layer [36].

5. Photo-electrochemical characterization
Semiconductor photo-electrochemistry (PEC) is a versatile
technique that enables many opto-electronic properties of
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semiconductors to be determined, as well as create devices.
Essentially, a semiconductor on a conducting substrate placed in a

solution containing redox species forms a Schottky barrier junction. The formation of such a diode enables basic semiconductor
properties to be measured such as doping type [53,54], doping
density [55,56], band gap and ﬂat band position versus the
vacuum energy scale [57]. The diodes can also be used as devices
for solar cells [58,59], for water splitting to create hydrogen fuel
[60], or even for the reduction of carbon dioxide to the more
reactive carbon monoxide [61].
However versatile, this technique is often employed sporadically, with rather poor statistics and in a non-standardized
fashion, which makes it very difﬁcult to assess its true analytical
potential for process monitoring. Recently it was shown that the
device power conversion efﬁciency of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based solid
state p–n junction solar cells could be predicted by a simple PEC
measurement of only the p-type semiconductors [62]. The work
was the ﬁrst to provide statistical relevance to PEC assessment of
semiconductor optoelectronic quality, thanks to the availability of
industrial large area samples with intentionally different properties. The results showed a good correlation between PEC and solid
state parameters, but also highlighted an apparently larger spread
in data values for the PEC measurements compared to the solid
state solar cell characteristics. It was concluded that, although they
provide reasonable qualitative guidance, the correlations cannot
provide quantitative assessment for the control of CIGSe quality at
an industrial level. One possible cause for the large variation of the
PEC data was attributed to recombination of photogenerated
electrons at the absorber/electrolyte interface. It was inferred that
such a variation is much reduced in solid state devices possibly
because of the passivation effect of CdS and i-ZnO layers on CIGSe
surface defects.
In this paper, an additional source of PEC measurement
unreliability is identiﬁed. It is argued that, if duly taken into
account, narrower PEC data distribution can be obtained, paving
the way to the application of PEC as quality control technique in
industry. The discussion of these new results will be preceded by a
re-assessment of the relevant work. Additionally, a novel potential
application of electrochemistry is introduced with preliminary
results on the assessment of pinhole density in the currently
studied Cu2ZnSnSe4 semiconductor.
A brief theoretical introduction of PEC is also provided, because
the broad readership of this journal may not be fully familiar with
this specialized technique.

Fig. 12. Relations between solar cell parameters and photoluminescence yield of a
large number of electrodeposited CIGSe solar cells. In (a) and (b) the best linear ﬁts
to the data are shown with R2-values of 0.89 and 0.73, respectively. Data points of
the same color belong to pixel cells from the same 60  120 cm2 substrate from the
Nexcis production line. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

5.1. Theoretical background
The essential physics of a Schottky barrier junction formed by
an electrolyte or metal contact is roughly the same, and the
interested reader is referred to Memming for an accurate desc-

Fig. 13. (a) PEC apparatus (b) ideal Schottky diode current density–voltage curves in the dark and in the light (c) example of photocurrent transients of a Mo/Cu(In,Ga)Se2
layer in 0.2 M EuCl3 with the WE held at  0.5 V vs Ag|AgCl (red) compared to a silicon photodiode (black) under the pulsed illumination of a white LED (40% of the time with
light on, and 60% light off). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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ription [63]. On one side of the semiconductor a metal forms an
ohmic contact. On the other side of the semiconductor there is a
rectifying contact. When the rectifying contact is formed by a
liquid electrolyte it will typically have 1020 cm  3 carriers, and a
Fermi level given by the reduction potential or chemical potential
of the dissolved species. The advantage of using an electrolyte over
a metal rectifying contact is that it is quickly made, easy to
remove, and it can be transparent to allow semiconductor
irradiation.
The PEC experimental apparatus consists of a working electrode (WE) and a secondary electrode (SE) connected to a potentiostat and also immersed in the liquid electrolyte as drawn in
Fig. 13(a). The semiconductor of interest deposited on the ohmic
contact forms the working electrode. The potential across the
semiconductor junction is applied via the secondary electrode
using a potentiostat, and the absolute potential of the working
electrode can be measured against a reference electrode (RE). The
ideal current density–voltage curves of a p-type semiconductor/
electrolyte junction in the dark and in the light are shown in
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Fig. 13(b). The current density–voltage response of a Schottky
diode is similar to that of a p–n junction diode, with both having
similar mathematical descriptions. In the dark, a small negative
current ﬂows in reverse bias, and a positive current ﬂows in forward bias with a magnitude exponentially proportional to the
applied bias. Illuminating the semiconductor creates additional
minority carrier electrons that give a negative current. The difference between the dark current density (Jd) and the current
density under illumination is called the photocurrent (Jph).
Experimentally, we can illuminate the junction with pulsed light
emitting diodes (LED) allowing Jd and Jph to be collected simultaneously. In Fig. 13(c) the current density response of a Cu(In,Ga)Se2
layer in reverse bias is shown as a function of time when illuminated with a ﬂashing white LED. As expected, the Cu(In,Ga)Se2
shows a small negative Jd, and when illuminated it gives a large
negative Jph, which is consistent with a p-type semiconductor. The
positive response of a solid-state silicon photodiode is shown for
comparison conﬁrming that the LED has a square wave dependent
output, and the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 Schottky junction is well behaved

Fig. 14. (a) Jsc and (b) η plotted as a function of Jph PEC measured (data re-plotted from [62]) with R2 of 0.82 and 0.89, respectively (ﬁtted without weighing). Jph measured in
0.2 M EuCl3 with the WE held at  0.5 V vs Ag|AgCl. (c) Correlation between short circuit current (Jsc) and efﬁciency (η) for all the solid state devices made in this study.
Dashed line of best ﬁt has R2 ¼0.66. (d) Same correlations shown in (a) for Jsc (black) and in (b) for η (red) but with the data normalized to the maximum values for a realistic
comparison of the slopes and of the spread of data for each sample. All bars represent one standard deviation of the measured data. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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under reverse bias. The lower apparent carrier collection efﬁciency
for the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 compared to the silicon photodiode, indicates
a lower magnitude of the photocurrent density, i.e. of the external
quantum efﬁciency. In the following application examples, the
semiconductor is held in reverse bias. In the ﬁrst example the
magnitude of the photocurrent is related to the short circuit current of ﬁnished solid state devices allowing photovoltaic device
performance prediction. In the second example, the magnitude of
the dark current is related to the amount of pinholes in the
semiconductor.
5.2. Photocurrent as a predictor of ﬁnal solid state device efﬁciency
Here we review and re-analyze a recent development in PEC of
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 where it was demonstrated that a measurement of
the photocurrent density in reverse bias could be correlated to the
short circuit current of the full solid state device, and therefore
also to the device power conversion efﬁciency [62]. In order to
demonstrate this correlation six large area absorber layers with
similar band gaps but differing qualities were used. On each large
area absorber eight PEC measurements in reverse bias were made
under pulsed illumination, and eight solid-state solar cells were
made in adjacent areas to the PEC measurement. The current–
voltage characteristics of the solid state-solar cells were measured
under one sun illumination. Fig. 14(c) shows the power conversion
efﬁciency (η) of all the devices as a function of their short circuit
current (Jsc). Each data point is the average of eight different cells
and the bars in x and y directions are the ﬁrst standard deviation
showing the spread of the values. The width of these bars illustrates some inhomogeneity in the uniformity of the individual
absorber layer properties. However, there is a reasonably linear
correlation between Jsc and η, with an R2 value of 0.67. Therefore
measurement of the PEC equivalent of Jsc should lead to a method
for predicting device efﬁciency.
The PEC Schottky junction equivalent of the p–n junction Jsc is
measured when the majority carrier Fermi level in the bulk of the
semiconductor is at the same level as the redox potential of the
solution. However in practice, the photocurrent response here is
less than ideal due to substantial surface recombination. To partially overcome this problem, the photocurrent is measured under
reverse bias to ﬁll up surface states, hence reducing recombination. The extractable photocurrent is then a measurable quality
indicator of the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 layers ability to generate and transport minority carriers to the semiconductor/electrolyte interface.
Fig. 14(a) shows the Jsc of the solid state device as a function of the
PEC Jph measured on just the absorber alone. Eight measurements
of Jph on different spots of each absorber are made for the six
absorber layers. The average Jph value is plotted against the average
Jsc value for each absorber. It is important to emphasize that, given
the fact that PEC was not carried out on exactly the same spot
where device completion was made, the correlation plots are built
on the average measurements of each individual technique. This
makes it harder to draw a correlation, since a one to one analysis is
impossible. The linear correlation between Jph and Jsc has an R2
value of 0.82 (Fig. 14a). Making a similar correlation between Jph
and the solid-state η, gives an R2 value of 0.89 (Fig. 14b). The two
correlations are plotted together in Fig. 14d with the maximum
data normalized to 1, in order to compare the slopes and the
relative width of the data distribution of the two correlations for
each sample.
The excellent R2 correlations between the PEC Jph and the solidstate Jsc and η would suggest that by measuring Jph we could
estimate Jsc and η. However, critical re-evaluation of the data
suggests that the situation is more complicated. In some cases, for
a single absorber layer there is a large spread in values for Jph,
indicating that multiple measurements need to be performed to

ensure a correct average value and meaningful statistics. This may
be related to either an intrinsic PEC irreproducibility problem, or
to the samples surface homogeneity, as indicated by Fig. 14(c), or
instability with time.
If PEC Jph is to be employed as a predictor of Jsc and η, uncertainty values can be provided by taking into account the lines of
best ﬁt and the errors on these lines. For a Jph of 60 mA cm  2, Jsc
corresponds to 3574.4 mA cm  2 and η to 10.5 73.4%. The percentage error is therefore 13% for Jsc, which is acceptable, and 33%
for η, which is not satisfactory.
Clues as to why the error associated to the prediction of η is
higher are given by the normalized plot in Fig. 14(d). The following
observations are made.
(1) The data distribution of the solid state parameters Jsc and η is
actually comparable to the spread in PEC Jph data, except for
one data point. This means the apparent variability in the Jph
data is reﬂected back in the spread of Jsc and η values
(2) The spread in η is larger than the spread in Jsc, which is to be
expected since efﬁciency is a function not only of Jsc, but also
Voc and ﬁll factor
(3) The slope of the Jph vs η regression line is higher than the Jsc vs
η line, meaning that it is more sensitive to small variations of
the measured Jph.
(4) The intercept on the y axis of the Jph vs η regression line
assumes a meaningless negative value, implying that a linear
ﬁt is inappropriate. The uncertainty on this intercept is also
much larger than for the short circuit current regression line.
To conclude, the advantage of such a method is the relative
speed of measurement, only a few seconds are required once a
calibration curve for a particular band gap has been determined.
The ability to predict efﬁciency with only one PEC measurement is
difﬁcult because efﬁciency is a product of three variables, and PEC
Jph is able to predict just one of such variables, Jsc (to which it is
physically related). Of course, for quantiﬁcation and quality control
purposes, it would be desirable to reduce the spread of Jph data
even further. Future work will focus on placing the electrolyte and
electrodes within a single probe to enable fast analysis of production sized large area absorber layers. It is believed that an
automatic probing has the potential to strengthen the correlations
and make the quantiﬁcation of Jsc even more accurate. One source
of Jph data variability is identiﬁed in this paper, and is discussed in
the Section 5.3.
5.3. Reliability of PEC measurements: CIGSe surface degradation
Despite the wide versatility of PEC, this technique has not been
previously employed to systematically predict the optoelectronic
properties of semiconductors in industrial production lines. A
crucial requirement in this sense is the measurement reproducibility, intended also as “resiliency”, i.e. the sensitivity of the
technique to slight changes of the measuring environment. This
aspect has never been duly assessed, but is of paramount importance for the extension of PEC techniques to process monitoring.
As discussed in the introduction, one of the very strengths of
PEC is that reversible junction formation can be achieved by
immersing directly the p-type semiconductor inside a suitable
electrolyte. In this section it is shown that this strength may turn
into a weakness, when it comes to ensure reproducible measurements. Most importantly, it is shown that this weakness does not
depend on the PEC technique itself, but is a consequence of CIGSe
surface degradation when exposed to air, as already observed
during photoluminescence measurements [64]. This effect may
also be convoluted with the presence of dead layers on CIGSe
surfaces [65], making the situation even more complicated.
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KCN surface etching is commonly believed to completely
restore the optoelectronic properties of air-exposed CIGSe absorbers to their pre-exposure levels. However, this common belief has
not been investigated in detail.
In this paper two CIGSe ﬁlms have been monitored ex-situ by
PEC to investigate the effect of KCN etching on air exposed CIGSe,
as well as air exposure alone on the Jph measurement reproducibility over a time frame of two hours, a period that is more than
sufﬁcient in light of optimization of the technique for on-line
process monitoring. The Jph values are recorded with an excitation
LED centered at 735 nm and are converted into PEC external
quantum efﬁciency (EQE) by normalizing against a calibrated Si
photodiode. Fig. 15 shows that upon air exposure the PEC EQE
decreases steadily with time. Most importantly, the decrease of
EQE amounts to around 45 relative % in just the ﬁrst 4 min of air
exposure.
KCN etching performed just before each of the PEC measurements improves the measurement reliability. In fact the EQE
increases during the ﬁrst seconds, possibly due to a more thorough
surface cleaning resulting from the temporally close repeated
etchings. However, the overall effect is that of chronologically
delaying the decrease of EQE, which still amounts to 30 relative %
in the ﬁrst 40 min.
The results in Fig. 15 highlight the difﬁculty to maintain a
consistent CIGSe surface status to ensure a reliable assessment of
the absorbers optoelectronic properties by PEC. The PEC measurement is highly time dependent, especially in the ﬁrst few
minutes of analysis, which corresponds crucially to a most

Fig. 15. PEC external quantum efﬁciency of solar cell grade CIGSe ﬁlms exposed to
air (black) and exposed to air but etched just before each measurement for 30 s
with a 5 wt% aqueous solution of KCN (grey). 0.2 M EuCl3, 735 nm LED,  0.8 V vs
Ag/AgCl.
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pertinent time frame for process monitoring. Somewhat reliable
PEC measurements on bare CIGSe could be possible only if performed immediately after KCN etching and the CIGSe is exposed to
air for not more than 15 min. In any case a detailed optimization of
the KCN etching conditions is required. Of course, this new
requirement must be ﬁnely adapted and synchronized to the
constraints imposed by the on-line production process.
To conclude, minimization of air exposure is crucial to obtain
reliable PEC analysis of CIGSe ﬁlms. If air contact cannot be avoided during the PEC on-line monitoring step, a careful design of the
in-situ probing system is required, so that the whole PEC measurements can be carried out within seconds after the KCN etching
step. Another possibility could be to perform the PEC analysis after
the subsequent production step, where a thin CdS is coated on the
CIGSe surface. If the CdS surface is less sensitive to air exposure, it
would prevent any further alteration of the absorber surface,
ensuring a more reliable PEC analysis.
5.4. Dark current as an indicator of pinholes
A prerequisite for excellent thin ﬁlm p–n semiconductor photovoltaic devices is that the semiconductor layers are pinhole-free,
because pinholes act as shunt paths reducing device performance.
For example, if the ﬁrst p-type layer contains pinholes, then the
subsequent n-type layer will be deposited into the pinholes providing a shunt pathway to the back contact. Detection of pinholes
by microscopy is difﬁcult and time consuming for large areas.
Therefore, microscopy cannot be easily implemented as an on-line
tool for this purpose.
Here we demonstrate that pinholes within the semiconductor
are detectable quickly by electrochemical measurements. For
demonstration purposes, this is done ex-situ (i.e. after the ﬁlm
formation is complete) on thin ﬁlms of kesterite Cu2ZnSnSe4, a
chalcogenide semiconductor related to CIGSe.
For a Schottky barrier device, the reverse current in the dark is
a convolution of the reverse saturation current and the parallel
resistance. Cleaning the surface of the semiconductor should not
change the reverse saturation current since the bulk of the
absorber is unaffected by surface etching. However, if pinholes are
revealed upon selective material removal during the etching, the
parallel resistance will drop considerably due to exposure of the
underlying conductive substrate. Therefore, the etched pinholed
semiconductor layers will have a larger dark current density than a
non-etched layer when placed in a Schottky diode in reverse bias.
This is the underlying principle for the detection of pinholes.
In order to test this possibility, Cu-poor and Zn-rich Cu2ZnSnSe4
ﬁlms were produced and analyzed by PEC following two different
etching strategies. As-grown Cu2ZnSnSe4 contains considerable
amounts of secondary phases on the surface that require removal
since they can act as surface recombination centers [66] or reduce

Fig. 16. (a) Optical microscope image of Cu2ZnSnSe4 absorber before etching and after etching in KCN 5 wt% (b) and in HCl 37% (c) for eight minutes. (d) Jd plotted as a
function of etch time. Jd established by measuring in 0.2 M EuCl3 with the WE held at  0.3 V vs Ag|AgCl in the dark.
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Table 1
Summary of techniques and their indicators assessed in this work and the corresponding process/device parameter analyzed.
Technique

Indicator

Raman Scattering

–
–
–
–
–
–

Spectral PL

PL/EL imaging

–
–
–

Photoelectrochemical (PEC) measurements –
–

Process/Device parameter

Relative intensity ZnO defect induced band
Relative intensity CdS Raman peak
OVC spectral contribution
Ratio of Se–Se S–S intensities
PL peak energy
PL Intensity

AZO conductivity (impact on device efﬁciency)
CdS thickness/unifornity (impact on FF, efﬁciency)
Voc, efﬁciency
Jsc, Voc, efﬁciency
Ga/(Inþ Ga) content in surface of absorber
Presence of stress/defects
Voc, Efﬁciency
Average counts
Voc deﬁcit (Voc  Eg), Efﬁciency
Spatial distribution of luminescence signal General homogeneity of material parameters on module Homogeneity
strength
and distribution of band gap
Spatial distribution of luminescence peak
position
Jph
Jsc
Jd
Pinhole density

photocurrent generation in the absorber [67]. The two common
secondary phases copper selenides and zinc selenide can be
removed by KCN and HCl, respectively [68]. Sometimes the secondary phases are not only on the absorber layer, but also covering
up a pinhole [67]. If the secondary phase is etched away, the
pinhole is revealed.
In this experiment one Cu2ZnSnSe4 absorber layer on
molybdenum-coated substrate was split into two parts. One part
was etched in 5 wt% KCN for 30 s and then the dark current
was measured in reverse bias. After the measurement the sample
was immediately etched further in KCN and re-measured
electrochemically up to a total etching time of eight minutes.
A similar procedure was carried out for the second part, but
37 wt% HCl was used as the etchant, instead of KCN. Fig. 16
(a) shows optical microscope images of the absorber layers before
and after etching, as well as the dark current density, Jd as a
function of time.
KCN etching of the Cu2ZnSnSe4 absorber layer made little difference to the optical appearance of the layer (Fig. 16(a) compared
to (b)), and Jd remained constant throughout the etching period.
The residual copper selenide in Cu-poor Cu2ZnSnSe4 ﬁlms is normally found only on the surface and its removal is not expected to
reveal pinholes.
Contrarily, due to the Zn-rich composition of the Cu2ZnSnSe4,
HCl etching severely changed the optical appearance of the
absorber after eight minutes (Fig. 16(c) compared to (a)). Scanning
electron microscopy analysis conﬁrmed that the appearance of the
bright blue spots was the underlying metallic molybdenum substrate. Here, Jd increased in magnitude with increasing HCl etching
time. Detailed electron microscopy revealed that surface ZnSe
islands covered up pinholes in the absorber layer [67]. Etching the
islands away with HCl exposes the underlying metallic molybdenum substrate. Jd is thus proportional to the area of substrate
exposed which itself is proportional to the etching time. The rise in
Jd on exposure of the metal substrate is expected since Eu3 þ
reduction occurs more easily on a metal surface than on a p-type
semiconductor surface, due to the many orders of magnitude
higher electron density in a metal compared to the semiconductor
in the dark.
Therefore measurement of the rise in dark current under
constant reverse bias potential allows monitoring the formation
of pinholes as a function of etching time, providing a simple
quick method of characterizing the effect of new surface
treatments.

6. Summary
This work reviews the different optical characterization tools
and methodologies that have been developed in the frame of the
SCALENANO European project for the advanced assessment and
process monitoring of the electrodeposition-based processes
developed at Nexcis for the production of high efﬁciency CIGS
solar modules. This includes three kinds of techniques that allow
practical process and quality assessment—both in the laboratory
and in production line. Raman scattering is particularly well suited
for material testing, when new and low-cost processes are being
developed or as a quality control tool in more mature processes. Its
high sensitivity to secondary phases, crystal quality and composition combined with small acquisition times – when using resonant excitation strategies and in combination with suitable optical
systems – make it a very powerful and versatile industrial
characterization tool. By choosing speciﬁc excitation wavelengths
different layers in the device stack can be selectively assessed and
correlations between spectral features and layer properties relevant for device efﬁciency have been identiﬁed and characterized.
For instance conductivity of ZnO window layer, thickness of CdS
buffer layer, OVC and Sulfur contents in CIGSSe layer are easily
monitored. On the other hand, PL/EL techniques are powerful tools
as possible quality control techniques in production line of CIGS
based cells. PL/EL imaging allow fast assessment of the homogeneity of the modules, giving relevant material related properties
such as the quasi-fermi-level splitting as a measure of the maximum achievable open-circuit voltage. Finally, PEC is a more
innovative, fast and non-destructive complementary method
that gives also information about doping and bandgap of the
assessed layer in addition to important optoelectronic properties.
For example using dark current measurements in reverse conﬁguration, correlations with the presence of pinholes are drawn,
while under illumination it is possible to quantitatively estimate
the short circuit current density. It is also found that comparative
PEC analysis on bare CIGSe ﬁlms requires the measurements to be
performed under an inert atmosphere or within 4 min from KCN
etching. All results are summarized in Table 1 with the different
techniques used and their indicators assessed. The process or
device parameters that are correlated with these indicators are
also depicted.
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